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October 27, 2021 
 
 
 
VIA EMAIL & USPS 
 
 
Honorable David Bame, Chair 
San Diego County IRC 
1600 Pacific Highway, Room 402 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
redistricting@sdcounty.ca.gov 
 
Dear Chair Bame and Independent Redistricting Commissioners: 
 
As the first Independent Commission the County has had for a decennial supervisorial 
redistricting, I would like to thank you for your commitment and focused efforts to ensuring 
equal representation.  Your thoughtful approach to considering all the requirements within the 
time given is to be lauded. 
 
As a follow-up to my telephonic call on the evening of October 21, 2021, my correspondence 
does not pertain to how the various draft boundary maps have been drawn.  Instead, it focuses on 
the activities that will occur after your adoption of the final supervisorial boundaries and how the 
Registrar of Voters office will need to effectively conduct voter education and outreach efforts to 
inform the public about their district. 
 
As the jurisdiction responsible for conducting elections for the County and providing the voter 
education and outreach to the public, I would ask that you consider taking an intentional 
approach where the shared geographical boundaries of the current district be considered when 
making the number designation for the new district. 
 
It appears that the number assignment was determined going from south to north.  By itself, the 
boundaries of the various draft maps appear appropriate.  However, when overlayed with the 
current boundaries, it shows that there are situations where the assigned district number does not 
share any of the same boundaries (and residents) as the public are accustomed and identify with 
today. 
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Similar to keeping communities of interest together, to the extent possible, retaining the 
designated district number that voters are accustomed to knowing, is a voter interest.  By 
considering the number assignment based on the geographical overlap from the existing 
boundary lines, voters will be less likely to be confused as to which district they live in.  This 
will be particularly important when the Registrar of Voters mails out each voter their voting 
material, including their mail ballot for the next 10 years. 
 
In closing, your reflection on designating a number to each district has a direct relationship with 
how my office will facilitate the next phase of redistricting which includes informing and 
educating residents and voters of their new districts and ultimately their elected County 
Supervisor. 
 
If I can be of assistance in clarifying any of my above comments, please do not hesitate to 
contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
CYNTHIA L. PAES 
Interim Registrar of Voters 
 
c: Barbara Jiménez, Community Operations Officer, Department of Homeless Solutions & 

Equitable Communities 
 
 David Hall, Clerk of the Independent Redistricting Commission, Clerk of the Board 
 
 Andrew Potter, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




